
Deutz-AUis introduces Rotary hay equipment line
MILWAUKEE, WI - Deutz-AUis

recently announced the in-
troduction of its new “Rotary” line
of hay havesting equipment, ac-
cording to Jerry Oxborough,
Product Manager for hay equip-
ment.

“Today, we can fill the need of
hay harvesting demands for
mowing, mowing-conditioning,
tedding, raking and baling,
whether the need is square or
round bales”, said Oxborough.

Here are the highlights of this
system:

KM 22andKM 25
Turbo Drum Mowers

With these units, you don’t have
to wait for damphay to completely
dry. These turbo drum mowers
createa powerful vacuum effect in
the mowing chamber to stand up
wet hay for complete cutting. With
this uniquesystem, hay stems dry
fast because they point in the
direction they were cut, exposing
them to sun and air.

SM40 CR Mounted
Disc Mower Conditioner

The SM 40 CR is engineered to
mow wet or tangled hay and to
condition it for fast drying. The
two-speed conditioner gear box
changes rotor speed to suit grass
hay or leaf crops. Hay is mowed
and conditioned without plugging
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and formed in a clean swath
perfect for quick drying.

stem for fast drying. These rotary
tedders are available either as
pull-type or mounted.

SM 70Pull-Type
Mower Conditioner

For high-capacity minded
operators, the SM 7010 % pull type
is the answer. Available with a
choice of either the intermeshing
roller conditioner for legume hay
or the tine conditioner for grass
hay. Both models have adjustable
swath forming shields and lateral
header flotation.

KU2SODK
Rotary Haymaker/Rake

This rotary haymaker/rake is a
tool that does the work of two by
tedding and raking. Tedding can

be done early followed by raking
perfect windrows. This com-
bination tool fits many medium-
sizedhay operations.

490 Rectangular Baler

GP 2.30; GP 2.50 and
GP 2.80Round Balers

KS 1.50andKS 200
Rotary Rakes

Rotary raking action means
fluffy windrows and this promise is
kept with the KS 1.50 and KS 200
Rotary Rakes. With tine arms
supporting three dual springs tines
on each arm, there’s no wasted
motion. Hay is raked across the
stubble into neat windrows without
the twisting effect of conventional
rakes.

KH 300 andKH 500
Rotary Haymaker Tedders

These rotary haymaker tedders
can reduce drying time by up to

another 50% during high-moisture
haymaking conditions. They
gently scoop up flattened hay and
remove the waxy coating from the
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When it comes to packaging hay,
this baler is desighed to handle
over 6’ wide windrows at a rate up
to 23 tons of hay per hour. Bales
are uniform and well-shaped with
high density for long-lasting
strength. The plunger assembly
glides smoothly on 10 sealed roller
bearings at 100 strokes per
minutes.

These are fixed-chamber round
balers that build bales that have
quality and a high-density outer

wrap. The constant-size rolling
chamber creates bales with a
smooth,- firm outer shell and
permeable core, allowing moisture
from condensation or storage to
dissipate freely. All models feature
automatic bale twine wrap,
automatic chain oiling, and bale
discharge bar.

“These quality haying tools are
new to North America, and are
field-proven in Europe," Ox-
borough said. In fact, they have
become the world’s largest selling
line of rotary hay equipment, he
adds.

The new Deutz-Allis KM2S drum mower creates a powerful vacuum effect to stand up
wethay. _
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ZIMMERMAN AUGER SYSTEMS
FOR EMPTYING MANURE PITS

Efficient, Economical and requires less Horsepower than most systems

Portable Stationary


